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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENINQ, APRIL 23 1907
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The Snow Was a Surprise to all, But a Greater Surprise Awaits You at Our

Store--ULLE-

NUMBER

S

FURNITURE CO.

RY

her younger days on the old Garrett
whether or not the people of the Ter
tendance will be broken. The visiranch near here. In the audience were
tors will be welcomed this evening by
ritory were standing back of Gover
W. P. Boatwright.
many of the friends of her childhood
President Geo. W.
nor Hagerman. I personally know
Walker will respond on behalf of the
and of her parents. There was a cur
that in the past few days letters and
principal
association.
The
feature of
rent of feeling for her throughout
telegrams have been going to the
the evening will be the address of Joseph D. Eggleston, Jr., on "The True
the entire assembly that established
President in large numbers from all
Basis of Education." The Rev. W. C.
the strongest bond of sympathy. When
parts of the Territory protesting ag
Merritt of Tacoma, Washington, will
she appeared for the first time there
ainst the acceptance of Governor Ha- be the chief speaker at tomorrows'
was a flutter of excitement and inter
german's resignation.
session.
est that silenced only when the pi
o
''As to my own position in the Ter
Montana Grand Army.
ano became a being of harmony under
ritorial government, it is well known
Helena, Mont., April 23. Veterans
her magic touch or when the sweet
that my resignation had been deter
of the Civil War from all over the
EPIDEMIC OF FIRES IN NEW YORK tones of her full, musical sympathetic THE ATTORNEY GENERAL RE mined upon long before there was any FINAL ADJOURNMENT OF THE state are assembled in Helena today SENATOR BORAH, OF IDAHO, NOT
GRETS RETIREMENT OF THE
voice filled the air. Her every number
RESULTS IN DEATH OF FOUR
for the twenty-thirannual encampprobability of a change in the gov
IN WASHINGTON TO PLEAD
FEDERAL COURT WAS TAKment of the Montana department of
MEN- - TWELVE INJURED.
was applauded for encore and at the
GOVERNOR AND SAYS SO.
FOR INDICTED PERSONS.
EN ON MONDAY.
ernor's office. My resignation will be
the Grand Army of the Republic. The
conclusion of the evening, she was
presented to Governor Curry to take
reports
deofficials
show
of
that,
the
given an ovation.
effect immediately upon his assumspite the large death irate, the MonMiss Garrett sang only from the
ing the office, or as soon thereafter
tana department is holding its own
by the acquisition of new members
standard composers and her playing,
as is convenient to him. It goes with
coming here from other states. In
wnen accompanying the other per
out saying that I shall be glad to asdications point to the election of B.
STRIKE IS ACUTE
formers, was the feature of the pro THE FIGHT JUST BEGUN sist him in every way in my power
SIX BAD FIRES
CASES DISPOSED OF
N. Beebe of Btrtte as the next degram, for it was so true to its pur
in carrying on the good work which
partment commander, succeeding A.
pose, so full of soul, that It touched
J. Fish of this city. It is likely that
has already been initiated."
Butte will be selected as 'the place for
the hearts of' every listener. It was
holding the 1908 encampment.
To Dedicate Masonic Temple.
Miss Garrett's custom to play iier
McAlester, I. T., April 23. Dedica
own accompaniment for her enchore
Reid Advocates Continuing the Fight tion of tne new Masonic temple in The Tallmadge Cases Have Been Con CONFEDERATE VETERANS'
Street Car Strike Probable in Salt
Fire Engines Overturned in Colli
singing, and on these
numbers
after
Men Want an Increase
Governemnt.
Would this city, one of the finest edifices of tinued Until the October Term of
Lake City.
PICNIC ON MAY FOURTH.
for Good
ion With Cars and Thrilling Res occasions,
when some simple, oldfeawill
West,
in
kind
be
its
the
the
Through a misunderstanding, it was
in Wages.
Have Many Letters and Telegrams ture of the spring meeting of the Court.
Interstate Commerce
cues from Burning Buildings Make time melody was
Other Land Cases Dismissthe subject, the com Sent the President Placing Before
yesterday that the picnic Commission
ed.
Decides Party Rate
Action Taken .in Territorial published
a Busy Day for New York Fire De bination
Distin
Rite
here.
Scottish
Masons
of her touch and voice made
to be given by the Sons of ConfederHim the True Situation in This guished men from other states, as well
Cases.
partment.
Ticket Open to the Public.
Fire at Seattle.
harmony that was perfect.
as the most prominent Masons of
ate Veterans and Daughters of the
Territory.
sang
Miss cooper, lyric soprano,
the territory, will take part in the
Confederacy for the veterans themceremonies. One of the largest class
several numbers and greatly pleased
selves would be held in July. The pic
es in the history of the Masonic orall with her clear, musical voice and
nic will occur May 4, one week from
der will be given various degrees.
distinct enunciation. The perfect con
A feature of the new temple that
Many cases were disposed of be next Saturday. The Sons will meet
Washington, April 23. "I have not
rew York, April 23. Four men trol exercised over ner voice was a
has attracted attention all over the fore the April term of district court tonight at 7:30 at the Christian
20.
Optic,
April
Vegas
Las
organ,
country
come
pleasing
to Washington to make an apthe
is
the
luonster
singing.
feature
of
She
her
burned to death, 250 horses killed,
con for Chaves county, on the Federal church to discuss plans, and a full peal to
Attorney General W. C. Reid, ac largest and finest instrument ever
the President or to the detwelve firemen injured, two serious too, was liberally applauded.
desired.
in an American factory.
was 'finally adjourned. The final attendance is
Mrs. Cook, well known to patrons of companied by Dr. J. A. Masai e, the structed
partment of justice," said Senator
ly, and two engines overturned and
Three cars were required to transport side,
frnuslc In Roswell, played with her us well known Santa Fe physician, ar the organ, which was built in Chiga- adjournment was not taken until MonBorah of Idaho, as he left the White
wrecked by collisions with cars, sev ual success, giving
numbers that sne rived in the city ithis afternoon from go. The Instrument has a solo play day, although it was expected that DEFAULTING BANK PRESIDENT
ARRESTED IN CHICAGO. House today, after a brief call upon
eral thrilling rescues from burning had played on former occasions, but the capital to meet Governor H. J. ing attachment alone costing $5,000 the adjournment would come Satur
Great organists all over the United
Chicago, 111., April 23. Charles C. the President.
This statement was
buildings
and a property loss of will always be entertaining. Her
Hagerman, who will pass through States have manifested great interest day.
by
made
when his atthe
National
Senator
president
King,
of
First
the
$200,000. That is the history of the
parts were greatly enjoyed.the Las Vegas tomorrow on No. 1 on his in the giant instrument and many
The following cases were disposed
Bank of Scotland, S. D., was arrested tention was called to the report that
iflre department for five hours follow trio numbers all being strongly ap way home from Washington. The gen- will visit this city for the purpose of of at the short term:
here today by U. S. marshals. King he had come East to induce the offing last midnight. Six different fires plauded.
United States vs. The
tleman says that although Mr. Hag playing on it.
upon the fedo
upon the east side of Broadway, in
Construction CcffT injunction dismiss- was recently indicted by the Federal icials here to call a halt
The two El Paso young ladies will erman has forwarded his resignation
North Dakota Superintendents.
grand jury in South Dakota on the eral officials in his state in the matthe .middle East Side, and a big sta continue their visit in Roswell a few to Washington, it has not yet been
property
ed,
being
involved
the
in
coun
N. D., April
funds ter of indictments of persons chargcharge of having
ble fire at Christopher and Barrow days and then return home, stopping accepted by the President, and that tyBismarck,
school superintendents or North hands of a receiver appointed in Ter- of the bank and having issued cer- ed with having engaged in timber
streets kept the firemen constantly at points south to give recitals.
he is still governor of the Territory. Dakota began their annual sessrona ritorial court.
establishment of
at work.
United States against E. J. Weimer, tificates of deposit in his own favor frauds. The Senator said the reported
It was announced that this enter
To a representative of the Optic here today. The
indictments were merely rumors, as
with elementary agri indicted for mailing obscene letter, amounting to $45,000.
The dead are four Italians, whose tainment was under the auspices of Mr. Reid stated that so far as he was course dealing rural
schools, the relain
the
culture
grand jury had not reported. Bothe
bodies were found la the ruins of tie the Woman's Club, but this announce concerned ha the matter of office the tions between the county superinten- cause dismissed on motion of U. S.
rah, who is an attorney in the proseHundred Club.
Five
Dispatch stables. Only after a hard ment was a mistake, as the young la resignation of Governor
public
Attorney.
of
department
and
the
Hagerman dents
entertained cution of the officials of the Western
Mrs. W. G. Polsgrove
iflght the firemen saved the adjoining dies had entire charge of it.
instruction, the standards for teachers
In all the Tallmadge cases, causes
made no difference to him as he has examinations
f ( d recent school legisla were continued
the Five Hundred Club at her home Federation of Miners who are chargtenements and the Palace and Knickuntil
October
the
"as
resign
attor
arranged
to
already
tion are among the matters tip ror
at the corner of Main and Ninth ed with the murder of former Govererbocker hotels. Two hundred and fif LUMBER VESSEL LOST
The meeting will last term upon the stipulation of both par streets yesterday afternoon.
IN LAKE MICHIGAN. ney general and return to Roswell, consideration.
There nor Steunenberg, said the trial which
ty horses quartered in the stables
ties, said stipulation having been
through tomorrow.
Manistee,
Mich., April 23. The but that he regretted the enforced
were five tables of "Five Hundred" begins next month will in his opino
perished.
request
at
made
defendants.
of
the
exHagerman
action of Governor
"Forty-two,- "
and the ion last two months.
Four New Lawyers for Roswell.
Another serious fire was hi the wooden lumber barge Arcadia, which ceedingly.
United States vs. J. B. Atkeson, W. and two more of
port
played
April
furnwere
games
many
12
left
this
Two
.Rivers
for
that
stand
of
the
Strike in Acute Stage.
Upon
recommendation
Mansion laundry hi East 73rd street.
B. Lindell, et al., dismissed from
'Being acquainted with Governor
Salt Lake City, Utah, April 23.
fThe flames swept up through a five- - with a cargo of hardwood, undoubt Hagerman as I am," said Mr. Reid, ing committee from the Bar Associa- docket and ' defendants discharged, ished plenty of amusement for the
crowd. Ice cream, cake and coffee The street car situation here followstory building, several of the upper edly was lost in the lake with her I know his every motive was and tion, composed of G. A. Richardson, with leave to
owner,
captain
May,
Harry
his
served, and bon bans "were pass- ing several days' negotiations
were
and
bethe
Scott,
K.
K.
floors of which were occupied as ten
All the minutes were disposed of
is right and good. I believe he has U. S. Bateman and
tween the Utah Light and Railway
ements. Families cut off were rescued wife and woman cook and the crew accomplished more in awakening the following have been granted tempora- on Monday and the two deputy U. ed freely throughout the afternoon.
nice party and all pres- Company ( a Harriman corporation)
toy the firemen. It was on the way to of about eleven men. Wreckage has public conscience in New Mexico in ry license to practice law: F. D. Law-marshals, W. R. Fortes and Harry It was a very
was
as
found
good
a
which
Identified
time.
been
ent
had
BowD.
Heflin,
Renzo
DeB.
and its employees, has reached an
head,
H.
Cooper, left today for their home in
this Are that two engines were
the direction of better government,
acute stage. The men ask a 15 per
wrecked. In a high building in Woos- - portions of the lost craft, and it is in the year and a half he has been ers and C. C. Morgan, the first men Albuquerque.
Methodist Educational Rally.
cent increase of wages. The company
On the Territorial Side.
ter street most of the firemen were believed her disaster was caused by governor than was done in any ten tioned being a Yale graduate. This
Louis, Mo., April 23. A great
St.
explosion.
boiler
a
sesnext
good
until
the
holds
injured. A dozen firemen who had
The following cases have been dis educational rally was inaugurated in declares that its earnings are not
years preceding him. Of course ev- license
dragged hose to the roof were blown
this city today in connection with the great enough to permit the Increase.
eryone knows that he could have sion of the Territorial Supreme court, posed of:
Institute Team to Canyon.
flight
down a
Oliver Pearson against Oscar Pear annual meeting of the general board The conference today will probably
of stairs by a sudden
The baseball team of the Military gone along in the old "way of doing in January, 1908.
education of the Methodist Episco- decide whether a strike Is to 'be called
son and Clarence Pearson, court of
baok draught. Several of them were Institute left this morning for Can things and have had a long and
pal church, south. The convention
Captain Poe, Jury Commissioner.
as prayed, will last three days and has for its
quieting
severely burned and bruised. Other yon City, where they will play Wed peaceful administration, but to Have
Party Rate Tickets.
title,
made
decree
Under the United States law it is upon his prov.drag for tne payment object the arousing of interest in
Washington, Apr. 23. A far reachfires were in widely separated sec- nesday, Thursday and Friday after- done so would 'be to yield up every
obligatory upon the presiding officer of each of the defendants upon their .Christian education throughout the ing decision was rendered today by
tions of the city.
noons. It is probable that they will principle of decency and good gov
territory covered by southern Method- the Interstate Commerce Commission
of the district court to appoint some becoming of age, the sum of $500.
at
Fire
Seattle.
o from there to Amarillo for three ernment which he entertained when good man
ism. Many prominent clergymen and
'political
opposite
the
of
George W. Hoke against Chester L. lay workers are in attendance and respecting "party rate tickets." VarA fire games, and that Alva, Oklahoma, win he took office, and looking back over
Seattle. Wash., April 23.
power
party
in
the
of
to
that
faith
on contract, dismissed will deliver addresses on religious and ious railroads have been proceeding
Tallmadge,
which broke out last night in the come home with them for games next it all now, I feel and I know Gov
upon the theory that such tickets apupon motion of plaintiff. (Two cases) ethical topics.
planer room of the Port Blakeley Mill week. The boys who went this morn- ernor Hagerman feels the same that to act for jury commissioner of each
plied only to theatrical or amusement
Minnie A. Taylor against David J.
Company's lumber mill at Port Blake ing were Hester, Lohman, Stewart. it is better to have done as he did district. Major Mark Howell has held
Purity.
To
Social
Discuss
i
here, but his election Taylor, for divorce, dismissed upon
ley, wiped out the entire plant, the Crowell, Kennard, Gammon. Morrison, and lost his office than to have done this position
Des Moines, la., April 23. A mon- companies. The Commission holds,
superintendent
county
to the office of
ster mass meeting in the interests of however, that transportation such as
largest lumber manufacturing estab- Montoya,
motion of plaintiff.
McMurray and differently and retained it. I know
Miller,
by that of amusement companies on parof schools disqualifies him from serv
- social purity has been arranged
PetW.
against
Pettey
W.
Lenora
lishment on the coast and one of the O'Rourke.
regrets
acts,
no
for
his
has
he
that
Judge
ing.
Wm. H. Pope has appoint tey, for divorce, dismissed upon mo- the church women of Des Moines for ty rate tickets will be similar to trans
largest in the world, entailing a loss
regrets
and only
that the President ed Captain John W. Poe to the po
the evening. The social conditions
tion of plaintiff.
of between three and five hundred
Frank Hayes Indicted.
and moral environment of the young portation where a number of persons
has allowed himself to be imposed sition.
North Spring River Ditch Company people of the city will be thoroughly not belonging to such companies is
thousand 'dollars.
The two indictments returned yes upon by such men as have been fight
All of the speakers will offered, and therefore such
against John B. Gill, injunction suit. discussed.
tickets
Millions of Damage by Fire.
terday were against Frank Hayes, ing him. The good work that Goverbe women. It was at first planned to must
plaintiff.
upon
motion of
dismissed
Toulon, France, April 23. Fire who was serving time at Carlsbad nor Hagerman has inaugurated will
be open to the use of the genallow men to attend and address the
In the case of Wm. A. Moore, the meeting, but this was later changed eral public.
broke out at the arsenal here shortly and was brought here to answer the not end. I believe the decent people
The party who exchanged
o
court heard the evidence and decided by the women in charge of the rally,
after midnight and assumed alarming new charges. In one indictment he is of the Territory will keep it up and
overcoats at the Southern M.
and the fair sex will have the hall to
was
Buys
and
not
Howell
Allison Ranch.
defendant
insane
proportions. Immense quantities of charged with obtaining money under that this latest move will only arouse
the
that
will
night
Sunday
E. Church
while the meeting is in
ordered him dismissed from the cus themselves
J. L. Howell, of Canyon City, has
stores were destroyed and the dam- false pretenses from R. L. Miller, and them to the seriousness of the fight
progress.
please call on Judge Pope at
tody of the sheriff.
been here several days closing up a
age amounts to millions of francs. in the other he is accused of the that they must make. I believe the
The Gilkeson and swap back.
Off to the Philippines.
e
deal with R. T. Allison for the purThe First National Bank of Ros
r
fell in, same crime against J. m. zumwait. people should and will show
The wall of the
San Francisco, Cal., April 23. The chase of the latter's ranch of 1,069
oth
R.
Richards
against
well
and
E.
ithey
for
and over a scoe of persons were Uln both cases it is alleged that he
the
Curry that
stand
party of the: 120 American
school
acres, near Lake Arthur. The purchu rv. :
ers, on note, dismissed on motion of .first
i
burled ten of whom are injured se- cashed checks for $10 on the First things
Hagerman was
' win ioe swul. tu .uie
Governor
Leaguers
w.iu
plaintiff.
verely. Two or three are believed to .National Bank of Tyler, Tex., when working for and that he will join EARTHQUAKE UNCOVERS
in the next few weeks sailed ase price ran between thirty and forj today on the Korea for Manila.
o
Other ty dollars per acre. Mr. Howell left
have been killed. Some of the houses he had no funds there. Hayes is in with them. We cannot afford to be
CAVE OF TREASURES.
parties will sail early next month. Tuesday for his home. The land sold
Virginia Sunday Schools.
occupied by workmen near the arse- jail awaiting trial.
Lisbon, Portugal, April 23. A cave
faint hearted in this fight, which in
j
Danville, Va., April 23. For three Most of the new teachers are mn
o
my judgment has only just well be- containing great treasures has been days Danville will be the scene of and were selected by the civil service does not include the homestead of
nal caught fire and collapsed, burygun. If the President only knew the found on the coast of northern Portu one of the most enthusastic religious bureau. Owing to the hardships lnci- - Ben Allison, near Lake Arthur.
ing twelve men who were rescued, Capt. Reid Will Be Here Thursday.
Capt. W. C. Reid, attorney general real conditions here, he would be gal. The treasures includes many old gatherings ever hel In the Old Dom- - dent to life on the islands, no women
most of them badly injured.
Sunday are sent unless they hive husbands
Herr Conreid in St. Paul.
of New Mexico, will arrive in Ros with us heart and soul, and it is the gold coins, much jewelry and antique inion, when "the Virginia
Injured In Train- - Wreck.
St. Paul, Minn., April 23. Herr
School association opens its sixteenth j or other near male relatives in the
to
at
Thursday
auto
on
well
the
April
23. Twelve
SL Paul, Minn,
duty of each citizen who stands for arms, supposed to be a buccaneers' annual .convention in the Main street Philippine service. The educators will Conreids' Metropolitan
Opera compersons were seriously injured and a tend district court and look after the the abolition of graft, and who stands horde. The recent earthquakes expos Methodist church this evening. Every begin their task of teaching the young pany arrived in St. Paul today and
dozen or more less badly hurt in the work of the district attorney during for good government, to let the Pres- ed the cave and made the discovery city and county of the state has its Filipino idea on June 1, when the new will open the engagement at the new
municipal auditorium this evening.
representatives among the hundreds scnool year opens.
wreck of Great .Northern passenger the absence of J. M. Hervey. C. H. ident know the facts here, and knowi possible.
German,
delegates who have been swarming
of
'
came down from Tex-ic- Tannhauser will be sung in tomorrow
Spencer,
attor
E.
Carlin
as assistant district
J.
train No. 4 one mll east of Blais-dealready
city
today
and Puccini's "La Boheme"
into the
and it is
night.
last
atnight.
past
last night. One or two of the in- ney, is now doing that work and will
for
records
all
evident that
jured may die. The wreck was caus- continue to assist Capt. Reid.
ed by a broken rail.
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ALLEGED BIGAMIST CAPTURED IN ARKANSAS.
Chicago, April 23. A dispatch to
the Tribune from Marshall. Mich.,
ays: Dr. John Carver, the alleged
bigamist, who is said to "five at
least 17 wives, was captured yesterday at Fort Smith, Ark. Carver is
also charged with defrauding his
wives out of $150,000.
-

MISS GARRETT TOUCHES
HEARTS OF OLD FRIENDS.
The recital given by Miss Elizabeth
Garrett and Miss Helen Cooper, of
El Paso, and Mrs. Robert C Cook, of
Roswell. at the Presbyterian church
last night was well attended, and although the crowd should have been
much larger, it was one of jthe most
enjoyable affairs, musically,- - Roswell
Garrett, a native of Roswell, spent

Vis Garrett, the daughter' of Pat
Garrett, U native of Roswell, and

Two Defendants Discharged.
No bills were returned by the grand
Jury yesterday In two cases where de
fendants had been held from lower
courts for Investigation. One of these
defendants was Steve W. Karr, held
from Judge J. B. Bailey's' court on
the charge of displaying a pistol on
January 7. The other was C. H. Bell.
charged with obtaining money under
false pretenses from Ed. Poteet, to
the amount of $36. Both were dis-

charged.

g

DO

ct

NOT

'

U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
Roswell. N- - M, April 23. Tempera
ture. Max., 65; min-- , 32; mean, 48.
Precipitation. 00; wind N. W ve
locity a miles; weather clear.
Forecast, Roewell and Vicinity:

Fair tonight and Wednesday; ris
ing temperature.
M. WRIGHT.

Official

ta

Charge.

visit our
store, because
you are not yet
ready to buy.
We will be glad
to show you
To

just the same.
ULLEflY

FUTURE
THE LEADERS.

1

PUT IN A WORD NOW
FOR GOOD GOVERNMENT
favor good government in this Territory?
Do you approve of the administration of Governor Hagerman, and endorse bis efforts in behalf of the people of New Mexico?
Are you opposed to the old gang of plunderers and grafters, who so long lived upon the
Do you

people of New Mexico?

COMPANY

you are, why not say so?
Place the
Wire President Roosevelt your approval of the actions of Governor Hagerman.
situation in this Territory before the President. Hundreds of telegrams are going to the Pres
ident Send yours. DO IT TO - DAY.
If

ROSWELL DAILY RECORD

WELCOME ONCE

DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.

Entered May

1. 10OS,

at

Editor

Bo.weU, N. 11., under the Act ol

Con?-ro-

a

Classified "lids.",

BAD MAN

Business Manager

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT- -

A

o March 8, 1879

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, Per Week
Daily. Per Month
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
Daily, One Year (In Advance)

VISITORS

15c
60c
50c
5.00

1

TEXAS JACK
and IN
DIAN FIGHTER, NOW HUSTLES
BOARDS FOR A LIVING.

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

ASSOCIATED

MEMBER

PRESS.

Payton Drug, Book

anniversary he is faithful to the interests of the
whole people as an executive, there
are but few people who care what
Shakespeare has no 'neroes; he has party ticket he votes.

This is the birthday
of Shakespeare.
only heroines.

referred to Shake
as "an intellectual ocean
whose waves touched all the shores
of thought."
R. G. Ingersoll

speare

"Second Fiddle" in the Albuquerque
Journal, observes tfiat, "If Hagerman
has done nothing else he has put the

;

ipeople wise."

Jesus and Shakespeare are fragments of the soul, and by love I conquer and incorporate them in my

own conscious

domain.

Emerson.

The "Boy Executive." Judging from
tae howls of exultation that follow
made it
his retirement, must have Albuquer-quinteresting for someone.
Journal.

i

e

NEWSPAPERS ALSO DIFFER.
From Albuquerque Journal.
It had been announced by the
ring
leaders of the Bursum-Andrew- s
in New Mexico that a puppet of the
ring would be appointed to the posi
tion. Captain Curry is not a member
ring. He is
of the Bursum-Andrew- s
free from all strings, a man who will
governor
be the
of New Mexico as
completely and independently as Mr.
Hagerman has been, and a man who
will not take the dictation of any
corrupt political 'boss no matter who
he may be. The appointment of Cap"tain Curry, in a word, has robbed the
resignation of Governor Hagerman
of something of its sting and has
served to modify to some extent the
bitter criticism which has accompanied the current rumors of the gov
ernor's coming retirement.

Marlborough said he knew no EngINFLUENCE.
SHAKESPEARE'S
lish history ibut what he had learned
Upon universal sympathy, upon his
really,
are
Shakespeare.
There
from
inquiry, upon linguistic devel
if we look to it, few as memorable torical
opment, he has left an enduring im
histories. Carlyle.
press. His works and the Bible, both
models of Teutonic simplicity, are
and
Republican,
the great- conservators of English
"Curry will be a
Alsays
speech.
the
he will be a governor,"
He has revealed, in fresh, familiar,
buquerque Citizen. The question is significant,
and precise details, the
wbat kind of a governor and waat complete condition
of civilization
brand of Republican.
and thus to attain nature truthfully
in the balance of motives and the is
"Where do all the flies go?" asks sues of action, is In the most vital
an Eastern writer. If they go where of all ways to be moral; to be a prop
the baldheaded man tells them to agator, though by indirection, of the
their wings are staged off before they morality that governs and illuminates
fairly arrive. Kansas City Journal. the world: else is nature Immoral and
In fellowship with impurity.
Consider the mental activity of
A St. Louis dispatch to the Kansas
occasion; how far
City Journal alleges that in an inter- which he Is the
Hagerman de- and for how many, he has enlarged
view there Governor
of study and reflection; the
clared his Intention, upon returning the circle maxims,
observations,
and
fund of
to Albuquerque, to make some expo- sentiments,
that relate to whatever
sures that will create a sensation. is interesting,
or lofty in
And there Is where he probably will human life, andImportant
whose infinite vari
get on Roosevelt's
list as number ety age
nor
custom
cannot wither
eighteen.
stale. Art. science, history, politics,
physics,
philosophy,
shall
for
him
tax
years illustration while the tide of human
Two hundred and forty-thre- e
unifeelings and passions shall continue
ago today was born the poet of
course.
versal human nature, ever new, and itsShakespeare
is like a great prime
tbe interpreting voice of all time. In val forest, whence timber shall be
the .mirror or his imagery each read- cut and used as long as winds blow
er beholds a reflection first of him- and leaves are green. Alfred H
self, and then of as much more as Welch.
he can comprehend. If you be grossly
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
vulgar, then shall you see nothing but
Not if men's tongues and angels all
yourself.
in one
Spoke might the word be said that
might
speak thee.
Uneducated people have the most
Streams, winds, woods, flowers,
Tuhcririra of invention, and the
mountains, yea the sea.
greatest
freedom from prejudice Wharf: fields,,
power is in them all to praise
was evidently an
shnbnsm!u-'the sun?
nnnAiiraLteri mind, "both in the fresn
is this, be can be prais
ness of 'ais imagination and in the His praise
ed of none.
variety of his views, as Milton's was
Man, woman, child, praise God for
scholastic in the texture both of his
him; but be
thoughts and feelings. Shakespeare
Exults not to ibe worshiped, but
had not "been accustomed to write
to be.
themes at school in favor of virtue
and, being, 'beholds his work
or against vice. To this we owe the He is;well
done.
unaffected but healthy tone of iis
moralitV. If We Wish tO AH Joy, all glory, all sorrow, all
strength, all mirth.
know the force of human genius, we
without him, day were night
should read Shakespeare. If we isn Are his:
earth.
to see the insignificance of human Timeon knows
not his from time's
learning, we may study his commen
own period.
tatora .Hazlitt.
AH
harps,
lutes,
all viols, all
all
Jiillan Hawthorne puts it that
flutes,
all
lyres.
soul
the
Shakespeare had "absorbed
means Fall dumb before him ere one string
learning."
--

wnica
of classic
perhaps that he had gone directly to
gamerea uis
ana
nature
of
the heart
own classics.

suspires.

All stars are angels;
is God.

r--

but the sun
.Swinburne.

Last Published Words.
MAN'S RECORD.
"I commend my soul into the hands (From HAGER
"Solos toy the Second Fiddle'
as
of God, my Creator, hoping andomy
suredly bellevine through tne
in Albuquerque Journal.)
merits of Jesus Christ, my Savior, to
Burse Canned, Exposed and on the
everlasting.
be made partaker of life
Bum.
s
Will
From "Shakespeare
Willard sick at the stomach.
Max separated from his graft an.
i
Th "Parson" is Duzzled. Is 'this
man Curry, who has been appointed in last stages of paresis.
Governor, a Republican or a Demo
Pendleton
canned and
Granville
crat? Will ie work with the old looking like thirty cents, dobe.
gang,
or
Frost
and
Bursum. Andrews
The Almanac shrunk to six col
will he line up with the new order
of things? We observe that he is umns and price cut in two.
heartily endorsed toy both the Santa
Holt Canned for withholding funds
Fe New Mexican and the Albuquer of Agricultural college and shown up
que Journal. If these two papers
continue to agree in his support, then as discredited peanut politician.
Pritchard canned.
indeed is a new order of harmony
wild,
established in the Republican party
Plunderbund disorganized.
Dem
for
and it is to the tall timber
howling.
ocrata. Mr. Curry will be given a big frantic,
Bandwagon
reduced to shapeless
blowout when he re
turns to hi 8 home in Roswell, which pile of Junk.
Legislation for members of Plun
Is but common courtesy, and the Par
son hopes that Mr. Curry may prove derbund killed.
Reworthy of the confidence of both
District Attorney Bill DeruncL
publicans and Democrats. Meanwhile
Burning Books Extinguished.
Republicans assert that he is a Republican, and Democrats insist that
Beach Beached.
he- never was. is not now, and never
Relief Bill Lost.
will toe anything but a Democrat. If
Mounted Police Retained.
Extra Employe Graft Annihilated.
Public Printing Steal Nipped in
Mia

non-oartia- an

-

Hub-bel- l

Bud.

Kipling's
Candies are the Best.
Everybody
says so.
We
keep a fresh
supply on
hand every day.

Ns

Ki;!::;
i

Stationery

Ruskin.

C:n iy Stcre

Honest government given biggest
boost in Territory for forty years.
It looks to the casual observer as
If the fearless young man from the
accomplished
Pecos had
SOME
THING.
THE PHARISEE.

Human Judgements are of necessl
ty mere estimates that are at best lit
tle better than guesses. We say this
man is "bad and the other good, bat
that Is (because we happen to see one
of the many sides of the bad man
who has many good sides, or because
we see one of the good sides of the
man who has many bad sides. The
man who breaks one hrw, and goes
to Jail nay be keeping otiiers Infinite
ly onore important. The man who
falls in one obligation may be keeping
others that, are worth more to society
in the keening. The man who is kind

&

A STRENUOUS CAREER

42t4

Company.

Two doors North of J oyce-Pru-

!t

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G,
Skillman.
42tf
Good mule for sale. Used to work.
R. H. McCune.
FOR SALE:
Five room house, 211
So. Mo. ave. Apply there.
45tf
double-seat
new
FOR SALE:
Good,
ed surry. Inquire of R. F. Cruse.
45tf.
Good, gentle burro,
FOR SALE:
quiet but lively. Apply at this office.

Co.

Horse, buggy and har
FOR SALE:
ness. Inquire at Ingersoll's Book
43tf
Store.
8 H .P. gasoline en
FOR SALE:
gine. L. K. McGaffey, 108 N. Main
26tf
street.
FOR SALE: Some choice residence
lots, well located, at
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
room
FOR SALE:
Five
house with
all conveniences, in good locality.
Inquire at Ingersoll's Book Store.
43tf.
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles of
open woven wire fence;
also
fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or
phone 347.
07tf.
100 White
Leghorn
FOR SALE:
hens; 100 White Leghorn chicks.
F. D. Simpson "place, E. 2nd st. 45t3
Eighty acres, well Improved, 1
miles from court house, for sale at
a bargain for a few days. Carlton
& Bell.
FOR SALE: Nice house, well located, artesian water, plenty
shade.
Business out of town demands par
ties attention, will sell cneap. Ca
lton & Bell.
FOR SALE: or trade a nice suburban home. Acre property.
Good
hause, plenty water, young orchard
some alfalfa. This at a bargain.
Carlton & Bell.
27tf.
I want to sell a section of good
land. It corners one-hamile south
west from South Spring station, W.
H. Doss on the map. Address Geo.
P. Cleveland, Artesia, N. M. 45t4eod

The Old Scout Who in the Pioneer
Days, Fought Indiana and Bad Men,
'. Now
Earns His Daily Bread in
may be thoughtless, the man who is
Lumber Yard.
Has Many Kills to
may
good
be
hearted. The His Credit.
careless
man who is stingy .may 'be brave, and
the man who is brave may be cruel.
No man is altogether perfect. The
life of an individual must be all foot
ed up before the result may be an
nounced. Any section of the figures
may be "misleading. The average man
Milwaukee, Wis., April 23. Work
desires to do right, and does it in ing as a laborer in a Milwaukee lum
most cases. There will be more bass
singing in heaven than you would ber yard, Jesse Alberto Roal Forbes
ngnter,
man, ex- think from reading the newspapers.
There are more men who are more scout, ex soldier of fortune in many
good .than bad than there are men who lands, is
today celebrating his forty
are more bad than good. The thief rounn oirtnaay
as a man of peace.
and the harlot, the publican and the ms long nowmg nalr
and piercing
sinner, the rogue and the vagabond
black eyes smack of the wild adventur
each has a place in his heart where er he once was; otherwise, his appearthere is tenderness and kindness. The ance sugests naught but the laiborer,
complaint against Christ was that he one of millions who work with their
dined with publicans
and sinners
at manual toil for their daily
No man in this world is too good to hands
bread. Prematurely aged, his slim
sit with those whom the world adjudg figure
slightly
bowed, his hair streak
es the meanest. When a man begins ed with gray, and
partially deaf, with
to set himself up as better than his few to care whether
lives or dies
fellows, he is committing the one sad this man once did so he
much to add to
sin. Self respect is a good thing, but the mortality rate among
redskins
conceit is a different thing entirely. has fallen upon evil times.
The Pharisee is ignorant in his sin
was born on a ranch near
like most of the rest of us. But he is ElForbes
Paso, Texas. April 23, 1863.
A
helpless in the world. He can do lit- year
later his parents who were Span-lardstle good because he does not under
were
bv the Indians
stand his weakness. Only after a man who burned murdered
the ranch buildings and
comes to know his "own shortcomings
drove
with
off
leaving little
the
cattle,
to realize his own limitations, to feel Jesse Alberto Roal behind.
The in
his kinship with all suffering, all sor fant was later discovered by cattlemen
row and all sin, has he the armor or and was adopted by a Scotchman nam
righteousness that maketh him strong ea r orDes. He was sent to school in
and useful. The brothernood of man St. Louis when about 13 years of age
is based on the fact that each heart but the strict discipline of the insti
knoweth its own sorrow, and that tution palled upon the little plains
happiness is only gained in this world man. As a babe he had received his
bv helping others in their need, bor baptism of blood and he thirsted for
row, misery, and trouble are only tak the gore of redskins responsible for
FOR RENT.
en from a man's heart as he takes it the death of his parents. His uncouth
from the lives around him. Money attire made him the butt of his com- FOR RENT: Iowa Cottage,
call at
power
sorrow;
and
is no salve for
panions. Forbes stood their badinage
616 N. Main St.
44t3
fame, 'but Irritate the burn. But kind with equanimity for a time, but at
ness that comes from the feeling of last he turned. Attacked by a "boy FOR RENT:
A furnished room. Apsympathetic "brotherhood .that Is the twice his size, he drew a bowie knife
ply 104 South Penn.
43tf
balm of Gilead. The Pharisee's help and lashed his tormentor. Forbes
Rooms for light house
is a poultice of .poison.
made his escape on a Mississippi FOR RENT:
keeping, 200 E. Eighth.
36tf
Therefore if we wo'ild be h'.nnv lft steamboat.
is be charitable and kind and thankAt 16 the young adventurer enter
scourged
us
for ed the service of the government as
ful that God has not
our sins. All men in the world and a scout, a job much to his liking
WANTED.
many women have overdrawn their since it enabled him to add an occasGood bright bell boy
accounts with Providence. Let us try ional niche to his rifle, signifying the WANTED:
Steady job at Gilkeson Hotel. 44t2
to pay up a little of God s mercy in demise of some Indian brave.
He
kindness. William Alien wnite, in continued as a scout for ten years. WANTED:
3 or 4 room house, fur
Emporia. (Kan.) Gazette.
when he took up the occupation of
nished or unfurnished.
Inquire at
Many trips he made
mule puncher.
P. V. Drug Co.
45tf
as a freighter, driving one
wagon
Custer Case Hearing.
Jefferson City, Mo., April 23. The train from Leavenworth to the Pacific
pasture
on
to
WANTED:
Horses
supreme
en
will
court
banc
Missouri
coast. Other trips he made through
good alfalfa. See Cooper & Millice,
begin a hearing of the ouster suit the Dakotas and Wyoming, where the
brought by Attorney General Hadley Sioux were on the war path and were
43t6
Room 8, Texas Block.
against the Standard Republic and thirsting for pale face "blood. As
Water-Pierc- e
on ranch
Employment
Oil companies tomorrow result of these trips, many braves WANTED:
for man and wife. L. C. Cade, 1510
The case has been .pending for two went to the haopy hunting grounds
N. Missouri avenue. Roswell. 44t5
years and testimony has 'been taken upon one occasion, this time in Ari
in New York, St. Louis, Texxas and zona, Forbes was made a captive by WANTED:
Man and wife to work
other parts of the country. The evi- tMe Apaohes and came near figuring
on
ranch,
woman for housethe
Wa
the
to
that
show
as a burnt offering to the Indian God
dence adduced
e
work. Address Box 216 Artesia, N.
and Republic companies of war. He had ibeen tied to a sap
were owned and controlled by the ling and a heap of brushwood lighted
M.
43t4
Standard. The suit brought by the when his companions came to the resTwo girls to work as
attorney general to .dissolve the mer cue, just as he was getting uncomfor WANTED :
ger of the Misouri Pacific and Iron tably not.
operators at telephone exchange. Ap
Mountain roads, the Pacific Express
In 1885. scenting further opportu
ply at once at telephone exchange.
Is
company and other Gould Interests
nity for further adventures, Forbes
42t6.
before
tomorrow
also set for hearing
sailed for Brazil, where for a time he
was actively engaged in a revolution
the state supreme court.
He left that country with a bullet in
LOST.
Texas Pythians Meet.
his arm and a decidely poor opinion
23.
The Texas of the Brazilians.
Dallas. Tex., April
Double Navajo saddle blanReturning to Tex LOST:
grand lodge of the Knights of Pythias as he again .became a scout. Two or
ket. Return to Record office for re
convened in open session at Busa tem three years later, finding that the In
ward.
43tf
Mayor Curtis P. dians of the Southwest were effectu
pie this morning.
Smith welcomed the assembled Py- ally subdued and that no opportunity
thians on behaVf of the city and P. for further adventure existed in that
FOUND.
Barry Miller delivered an address ol country, he came to Wisconsin and
greeting for the local lodge. Grand settled down. His days of quiet lasted FOUND:
Black silk Eton jacket at
Chancellor George B. Griggs respond until the outbreak of the Spanish-ABaptist dining hall. Owner call at
ed for the grand lodge. An elaborate erican war. when he went to Porto Ri
office
Record
and pay for ad. 44tf
musical program was rendered. A co with the Second regiment of Wis
band concert and theater party will consin volunteers.
No opportunity
be given at Cliff park this evening. offered there to win fame and glory,
Tomorrow afternoon the Pythian sis- and when the war was over he came
E.
ters will be given a trolley ride over back to Milwaukee and has been liv
the city, and in the evening will give Ing in this city since.
an exemplification of their work. The
Although inclined to be reticent re
Groceries, Hay and Grain.
Grand Tribunal, the court of appeals garding his past exploits, Forbes can
Cor. 5th & Mo. Ave.
today,
began
order,
Its
the
sessions
tell many interesting tales of his ex
The Texas Grand lodge of the order periences when so inclined. The notch
Phone
now has a membership of about 24.000 es in his gun do not stand alone for
showing a slight gam for the year. redskins. One of them was cut when
restates
eighth
in
in the list of
It is
Red Bill Griffith, one of the most no
ard to membership, Ohio being first torious bad man and blackguards that
and other state of the East and middle ever afflicted the West, passed in his
west following. This is the
checks.
Bill made his final exit
fourth annual meeting of the Texas it Omaha,Red
when that town was someDr. C. B. Huchinson
branch of the order.
what wilder and woolier "than at pre
Dr. flary B. Hutchinson
sent. Forbes was the man that turned
Graduates of the American School ol
the trick. It was his first visit to
Osteopathy. Klukgville Mlexoui.
the Nebraska metropolis, and he nat 211 W. 4th St.
Cafe answered at al hours.
urally gravitated to a saloon to be
Telephone No. S7.
LUND
R.
come acquainted with the bovs.
There he was informally introduced
LAWYER
to Red Bill, who was a big Stalwart
Delta Gamma Convention.
ruffian for whom Texas Jack would
Specialty "lining Law
Boulder, Col., April 23. Nearly 200
apparently .be but a light repast. Red
Bill wanted a drink, and he took the delegates from all over the country
Navajo Block. - - 824 N. Main.
liberty of ordering the bartender to are in Boulder today as guests of the
subtract the price from a five case Phi chapter of the Delta Gamma sornote proffered by Forbes. The little ority at the fifteenth biennial conven
scout disliked this arrangement and tion of the national "body. The visiso expressed himself, when Red Bill tors will be entertained by their fel
started toward htm with a knife, an- low members of the University of Col
nouncing the Intention of performing orado during the convention, which
surgical operation which would re will last four days. The national body
lieve Forbes of his heart. Considering was formed at the University of Misthat organ was necessary to his exis sissippi in 1872 and now has sevenWoodruff & DeFreest
tence, Texas Jack drew his revolver teen chapters. Alumni organizations
and when the smoke had cleared away are maintained ra many cities of the
Red Bill had cashed in. Forbes was country. The local chapter was "the
arrested but after being complimented second girls' sorority to enter the Unl
Real Estate
on his marksmanship by the magis- versity of Colorado, having been estrate, was immediately released.
tablished in 1885. The entertainment
Live Stoca Com'sn
plans include a visit by
oial train
Observe St. George's Day.
to Glacier lake, a ball on Thursday
Cheapest Money to Loan .
New York, April 23. Knglish born and the final banquet at the Savoy
residents of the metropolis are cele- hotel in Denver 'Friday night.
brating St. George's day in a manner
befitting Che honor of England's paOpposite the Post Office
Look Here.
tron saint. The red and wnite roses
A. good
house, with bath and
of "merrie England" are much In
and "many British shopkeepers other conveniences. Two acres land,
have decorated their windows. The well, windmill, corral, hed, eta, for
St. George society will give ita annual aloe of house.
banquet this evening.
CARLTON & BELL.
rock-botto-

ex-D-

,

From the Digest, power plant uown to a 8 ft. wiuuiuili, we are head- quarters on tne warer quextion. The best facilities in New Mexico
for handling your wants and enlarging every day. All at your service

I W.

P.

Lewis,

Hardware

Co.

m

KILL THE INSECTS
We have just received a larre shipment of Arsenate of
Lead for spraying, 10 cents per pound. The law compels
you to spray. See us before you buy ur supply of Lead.
3--
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I
The Home

1

of the "Victor

in Roswell."

See Our
Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypresp,
Poplar, Basswood. Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Hlass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

lf

Before You Buy.

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

ters-Pierc-

B. STONE

220.

OSTEOPATHS

L

evi-den-
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rer nunnren
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Record Office
L
F. DIVERS,

Pre.

EMMETT PATTON. V. Pres.

ED. S. OIBBANY, Sec.

Abstracts
Reliable
abstract, should be a reliable, credible history

of
Tour
your land, prepared by competent faithful Men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 320.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South

MainPhone

175.
stock of LUM BER,
The 5 largest and most
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER inj the City.
up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail. .

Estimates

Furnished.

ply. - Many vegetables grow. to!- the be deposited in the dry surface, mulch
proper stage for consumption in a few it will lie there until a shower comes
weeks, and therefore, are sorer than or until the moisture from below is
almost any other class of crops. If 'brought up to it by rolling or other
markets are available they may be similar treatment. made a source of considerable reve
Fall Seeding of Cereals.
Plowing is a rather slow operation,
nue."
6.
Trees. Both fruit and shade much slower than discing, and there
trees are grown in districts where dry fore, as soon as the crop is removed
farming is practiced. The home sur from the field (the removal of the
roundings may .be made more comfor- crop should be expedited as much as
table and greatly improved in appear- possible) double disc ithe land iby lapance by the free use of shrubs and ping one-halBy discing an exceltrees. The same care, however, must lent mulch is formed up on the surface
be exercised in the selection of tne thus preventing the loss of large quan
kinds to iplant and in their care as is titles of (moisture during the time re
used with field crops. The first two quired to complete the plowing of the
or three years until they become deep land and any rain that may fall sinks
ly rooted, is the imost critical period quickly iato the soil. Furthermore,
in the life of a tree or ornamental discing puts the soil in very much bet
chrub. Cultivation during that period ter condition for plowing for the reashould be constant and thorough.
son that the soil will come up in veThere are no doubt many crops not ry much better condition after being
mentioned that have proved or will disced.
The plowing should be of
prove their value for dry fanning pur such a depth as seems consistent with
poses.
the character of the soil. ((See plowPlowing.
ing). It may be found advisable to
Plowing is the most important fac subsoil.
tor connected with dry farming opera
Seed with a hoe drill rather deeply,
tions. If the plowing is not properly say, one inch in moist soil which may
done an adequate water reservoir make three or four inches below the
will not ibe formed In whloh to store surface if the dry dust mulch is inthe rain or snow fall. Should this cluded in the measurement. The hoe
feature of the work ibe neglected much drill covers the seed with a loost layof the rain and melting snow will run er of soil which prevents the drying
off from the surface of the ground out of that portion of the soil surrounand .be lost instead of sinking into the ding the kernels.
Should it bappei,
soil, there to be stored.
that the surface soil in which the
Plowing, if possible, should 'be per seed must be sown is too dry for the
formed when the soil is fairly moist, proper germination of the seed, if it
so that it will come up mellow and
too late to wait for a shower, there
can easily be leveled and fined. Disc- is
are two methods of procedure that
ing immediately after the crop is re may prove successful.
Either sow
moved will aid materially in this re with a pressure drill, which leaves the
spect.
soil over the seed firmed and in turn
The character of the soil and the will Increase capillarity from below,
season of the year will largely deter possibly supplying the needed mois
mine the depth to which it is "best to ture to the seed; or immediately after
plow. Usually the plowing should be seeding roll the field. Rolling will
from 8 to 12 or more inches deep if firm the whole surface and by dimindone in the fall, obviously somewhat ishing the size of the capillary tubes
shallower if done in the spring.
will increase capiiarity from below
The subsoil plow .may follow if af- thus increasing the moisture content
ter due trial upon small areas it prov- of the soil surrounding the seed, which
es beneficial upon that particular soil may be expected to cause a normal
and subsoil and under the conditions germination.
In most sections the
prevailing. The iplow should be fol- seed should be sown not later than
.packer, es- September 15th for the reason that
lowed by the
pecially if the plowing has .been very iby so doing all of the fall rains are
deep. If a
packer is not rendered available to the crop. As
available the field should 'be run ov- soon as the plants are up, the surface
er with the disc set straight but well mulch should 'be immediately fonrned
weighted down. The subsurface pack again by cultivation with the harrow.
er should ibe followed by the acme bar
Every time the surface mulch is de
row or toothed harrow, thus thoroly stroyed by rain, it should be reestab
pulverizing and finelrag the surface so lished by surface culture with the har
as to form a good mulch and at the row, or better the weeder,, just as
same time provide against any surface soon as it is possible to go upon the
run of the water that subsequently land. In the aprins surface cultiva
falls.
tion should follow each rain or as ofe
packing and the for- ten as the surface becomes compacted
The
to
mation of a surface tmulch should be by the settling of the soil particles
performed each half day. If the soil gether, at least until the crop begins
is left loose and a large surface ex- to stool or tiller.
Under very trying conditions inter-tillag- e
posed to the air for only a few hours,
has 'been practiced with ce
large quantities of moisture will be
evaporated, pass off into the atmos- real crops. It is doubtful if such a
phere and be lost to the crop. Suc- system would prove practicable, alcess often lies In the proper perfor- though a test of its feasibility on a
mance at the right time of these seem small scale would be commendable.
When the crop is six or eight inches
ingly insignificant operations.
high it shades the surface of the soil
Cultivation.
The character of the cultivation so effectually that thereafter the surpracticed in the semi-ari- d
'belt should face loss by evaporation is minimized.
In a dry climate narvesting snouia
be such as to iput the soil in the best
possible condition for plant growth besin when the crop is rather green
and at the same time conserve the so as to avoid loss by y e shattering
greatest possible amount of soil mois- of over ripe grain.
Spring Seeding of Cereals.
ture.
Experiments, often repeated, have
Sarins seedine requires the same
DreDaration of the field the
proven that the evaporation of mois- careful
ture from a soil surface is least when previous season as fall seeding. The
that surface is least exposed to .the treatment of the soil should be iden
air. It follows, therefore, that any tical with that described under fall
irregularities in the surface increases seeding with the possible exception
the surface exposure, which in turn that the soil should be cultivated as
crop as
increases the evaporation of moisture assidiously when there Is no upon
it.
The reason for laying so much stress when there is a crop growing
upon following the .plow immediately No weeds should ibe allowed to grow
soil,
with the harrow is to prevent the loss as they pump water out of the
of moisture from the irregular sur and therefore, rob the coming crop of
face. Level culture with a fine even a portion of its moisture. However,,
surface has proven the best method if cultivation is sufficiently irequeni
for conserving moisture and for most and thorough to keep up a perfect
craps this condition is the .most favor dust mulch there will likely be very
able for root development and expan- little trouble from weeds.
the
In- the sprine cultivate with
sion. There may ibe conditions of a
peculiar nature where this rule will weeder as early as possible. A little
same
out
not hold good tnough it is difficult to later when the soil has dried
what give it a deeper surface cultiithink of such a condition.
Level culture should mean not on-- vation either with the acme harrow
ily a level surface exposure when the or the disc. Sow as early as the con
work is completed but it should also ditions are favorable. .Seed with the
ibe made to mean the cutting or Stir- hoe drill as in the fall. Cultivate freling of a slice or layer of the surface quently with the weeder in order to
ito practically the same depth at all maintain a loose mulch and continue
points. This Is usually best accomp the cultivation at least until the grain
lished by using a long, nat Diaae stools.
iwh'ich is run so as to cut an even
Fall vs. Spring Seeding of Cereals.
depth and at the same time stir the
The time of seeding will depend vesoil before it falls back in position. ry muoh upon the time of the rainy
'Another means almost as effective is season and the distribution of toe
the use of a large num'ber of small snow or rainfall. Whether to seed in
Even small shovels leave the fall or spring .must be determined
shovels.
an uncut ridge underneath, and a after a study of the local conditions.
slight corrugation on the surface. Under a condition where the princiijaree shovels are extremely harmful pal rainfall occurs in
it
since they leave the surface in great may not be practicable to seed in the
ridges and portions of the uncut unaer fall. If there is not sufficient moisture
surface exposed to the air.
at all times between the time of seedSeeding and Planting.
ing and the rainy season, to carry the
All seeding and planting should be crop properly, 'Spring seeding must
deposit
done with a machine that will
be substituted. It 'may even be necesithe seed in the moist soil at an ev sary to seed rather late in the spring
surface
a
loose
depth
leave
and
en
on occasion when the early spring is
over it. The depth at which the seed usually dry. But wherever there is
should be sown will vary with the size sufficient moisture to properly carry
and viability of the seed quite as if the orop along or under a condition
sown under humid conditions, but in where a large portion of the total predry farming the seed must ibe deposit- cipitation occurs in the fall, winter
ed not a certain depth below the sur and early spring, fall seeding is alface of the soil, but a certain depth ways preferable.
Seeding, of course,
below the top of the moist soil. This must always be done at a time when
infrequent
Not
is an important point.
the crop will make the best use of the
ly. deep planting will be required, but available soil moisture.
deep
planting
in
danger
is
little
there
Fall seeding assists materially in
under dry farming conditions for tne the retention of the soil in place about
readily
young
plants
the plant roots because there is a conreason that the
Diish to the surface through the loose siderable growth above ground before
dry surface mulch. Should the seed the. usual windy season sets in. Here
--

-
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ROSWEliL

Trade Oteectory
Dye Works.

Abstracts.

FARMING

f.

Mens' Furnishers.

TITLE & TRUST CO. K. C DYE WORKS: Recently estab- - E. H. WILLIAMS & CO. The only
(Incorporated)
Reliable abetractsJ uaned here. Cleaning and pressing exclusive Men's Furnishers ta the
suits made to order, phone 517.
' Phone 320.
Pecos Valley.

R OS WELL

CARLTON & BELL.
Most complete
set abstract books In Pecos Valley,
Electricians.
Notary Public.
Twenty-liv- e
years experience.
GUNSUL. ' Electrical FRED J. BECK. City Clerk. Notary
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO. BERNARD
P. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and Contractor, 303 N. Main,
'phone Public, city hall corner 2nd and
prompt.
4t26
141. Agent General Electric Co. All Richardson ave.
kinds of electric work.
Office with R. L.
J. R. COTHRAN.
Architects.
and T. H. Malone, over First Na
J. M. NELSON & OLIVER C. NEL
tional Bank. Phone 262.
SON. Let us draw your plans. Ok
Furniture Stores.
4t26
lahoma Block, 'phone 338.
Photographers.
DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
line of furniture in Roswell. See us HESS & CO. Successors to Walton.
Butcher Shops.
Refrigerators.
First class photographs,
enlarge
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats for
W. W. OGLE. Everything from
a ments, and views.
staple and fancy groceries.
smiting needle to an elephant, also
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
Painters & Paper Hangers.
ing but the best. Quality our Furniture and Hardware.
E.
L. COOPER.
Painter and paper
motto.
Hanger. My painting is first class.
Fire
Insurance.
THE SACRAMENTO
MARKET.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the R. L. & T.' H. MALONE:
215.
Office over
3t26
place to buy your meat.
First National Bank, phone 262. Let
Public Service Corporations.
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place us protect you agaost loss by fire.
lor' good corn fed beef and all oth KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
ROSWELL
Represent
LIGHT CO.
er meats, 123 N. Main st. "Phone ing nothing but reliable and safe The best ELECTRIC
light and power. Phone
56.
fire insurance companies.
Insure 131 and 150.
with us. 303 N. Main St.

Bake Shops.

HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes
and pies, made fresh every day.
Special orders for parties, etc

Piano Tuners.

Grocery Stores.
wp.stp.pv
r.pnrnfnv
nn

t

leading grocery store, nothing but

Blacksmith Shops.

ue

oesu

TUNERS, like good pianos,
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
expert piano tuner (or both. Oppo
site P. O., 'phone 85.

GOOD

THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires,
Racket Store.
horse shoeing, wheel work, plow CASH GROCERY. KIrkpa trick
Prunty, Prop. Strictly cash. Our THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
work, and tire setting.
Notions, China, graniteware and
groceries are the best.
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds of
cooking utensils.
blackamlthing and wood work.
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
Real

Estate.

specialty.

ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let COOPER & MILLICE. Real Estate,
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal Room 8, Texas Block.
and wood, we buy hides, phone !0 CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat
real estate business in the city. If
Coal,
est books, stationery and periodi ROSWELL TRADING CO.
are in the market to buy or
Hay, and Grain. Always "the best-- you
cals.
sell, see us.
East Second St, Phone 126,
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
Billiard-PoHalls.
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
& Saddlery.
Harness
on
per
5
cent
commission.
BILLIARDS,
BOWLING.
POOL.
Manufactures
& CALFEE.
Balke Coll. Co. equip-- ) J. F. PATTERSON.
Brunswick
Real es
the finest line of leather goods in KELLAHIN
ment. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
tate. Make a specialty on city protne Pecos Valley.
perty.
303
N.
St.
Main
EAST SIDE POOL HALL. A pleas
GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
ant place to spend your leisure. A
Hardware Stores.
full line cigars and tobaccoes.
tate and Live Stock. Garst BuildROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole ing, Room No. 8.
sale and retail hardware, pipe.
Bottling Works.
pumps, gasoline
engines, fencing, List your property at lowest possible
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
So. THE
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
ENTERPRISE
Main St. Refresh your memory by CO. Roswell's growingHARDWARE
hardware American Natl Bank, 'phone 47.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir store,
the place where you can find
bys Best.
just what you want in hardware.
Ready-to-weApparel.
322 N. Main.
Cigar Stores.
THE
MORRISON
BROS.
STORE.
W. P. LEWIS
HARDWARE CO.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
THE ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS The largest house in the West. Po for
men, women and children. MilCIGAR CO. Most complete line cW lite attention, complete stock and
gars In the city.
right prices. We solicit your busi- linery a specialty.
ness. First and Main.

Book Store.

ol

ar

Seed Store.

Candy Store.

Hotels.

THE

&
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
garden seed, write for catalogue.

iCIPLING'S CANDY STORE Finest THE GILKESON: Roswell's
new
line of candies,
shelled nuts, ci
hotel, rooms with private bath. All
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
accommodations
One
first class.
Shoe Stores.
Block West of Postoffice.
Civil Engineer.
European THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
EL CAPITAN
HOTEL.
shoe store. Peters and
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 2oc. One exclusive
SurveyJAS. LLOYD THOMPSON.
Stetson shoes our specials.
block west of depot.
ing, Designing and Drafting. ConHOTEL: New
CENTRAL
crete work a specialty. All work GRAND
&
Woodruff
Second Hand Stores.
guaranteed. Office, Room 9, Carat management.
Best and largest. Centrally MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
Building.
12t26
ly located.
Dealer in new and second hand
New manage-- l goods.
HOTEL SHELBY:
- Contractors and Builders.
ment. The leading hotel of the city. ROSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
T. R. E VERM AN.
See me before H. KerchevaL Prop.
New and second hand furniture,
you build. My estimates are based
100-0N. Main. Hills & Rogers,
The Dollar a Prop. Phone
on figures. 25 years experience. Sat- ROSWELL HOTEL.
69.
Day
300
depot
House,
west
of
feet
guaranteed.
107.
Phone
isfaction
MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
Highest prices paid for second
Contractors
GARRETT & SPARKS.
Jewelry Stores.
Hand goods. Phone 227.
and Bulders. Painting and paper
The leading
banging. P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th. HARRY MORRISON.
Sanatorium
jeweler. Watches,
and exclusive
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass!
TENT OiTY AND SANA
ROSWELL
Sterling
China,
painted
Department Stores.
and hand
TORIUM, Incorporated.
Dr. C. L.
and plated silverware.
JAFFA. PRAGER & CO. Dry goods, L. B. BOELLNER. Roswell's (best Parsons, Manager.
clothing, groceries and ranch sup jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand
plies.
painted China, diamonds, etc
Tailors.
JOYCE-FRUI- T
Goods,1 C. FEINBERG
Dry
CO.
Roswell's new JewGoods called
BROS.
Clothing, Groceries, etc. The larg eler. Call and Bee me, at 203
N. HAMILTON
for and delivered. Specialty of clean
est supply house in the Southwest. Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
ing and
hats. Phone
Wholesale and Retail.
We repair watches, all work guar2

224.

anteed.

Drug Stores.
RO SWELL DRUG & JEWELRY

Oldest drug store in Roswell.

Lumber Yards.

CO.

W. P. WOOD:
Tailor made suits.
Cleaning and pressing, 118
North
Main St. Phone 409.

All PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce-- j
Transfers.
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters ment, paints, varnish and glass. JOE TORIAN. The Reliable Trans
Oldest
for drugs, wall paper, paints, var ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
man. Down town phone 224. Res
lumber yard in RoswelL See us for fer
nish.
idence phone 426.
building
and
materials
all
kinds
of
PAYTON DRUG. BOOK & STA. CO
Sporting goods and curios. Prescrip paint.
Undertakers.
LUMBER CO. Call on us for
tions filled with the utmost care KEMP
Shingles, etc We treat DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri
Lumber,
37t26
and Accuracy.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
you right. East 4th St.

things

,

J.

W. G. Held.

Real Estate

M. Harvey.

Reid & flervey
LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone

sai

Dr. T. E. Presley

Abstracts

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Off oe .Hoars : 0 to 13 a. m. S to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

Loans

H. I. NOWLAN

SPECIALIST.

LAWYER
Qarst B'Id'tr.

Carlton

Sl Bell

303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Roswell, N, M.

Verbenas and Pansles in Full
Bloom.

Alameda Greenhouse.
Telephone 184.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA
TION BULLETIN.

WRITTEN BY

J. J.

VERNON

A Description

of What Dry Farming
is, the Methods to Be Employed in
New Mexico, Such as the Care of
the Soil, and the Results to Be De
rived from the Campbell System.

(Continued from yesterday j:
There is quite as large a range or
adaptation, amelioration and breeding
with dry farming crops as with those
grown under humid conditions.
The
necessity for such effort is far more
urgent, and the reward quite as
prom-ising-

Crops must be selected or develop
ed that will fit the environments, and
there seems to be quite as large a
field for investigation in the improve
ment and development of crops suited
to the various conditions in the dry
farming sections as in the improvement of methods of handling the soil
In other words the pedigree of the
seed is quite as important as the cul
tural methods. Neither should be neg
lected. Certain machines are designed for certain kinds of work. Certain
breeds of animals are selected
for
special results. No one would think
of trying to harvest wheat with a
threshing machine. No one would for
a moment think of placing a thorough
bred Hereford cow in the city dairy.
So we must select kinds and classes
of seeds for our particular purposes.
If the rainy season is short, early .maturing crops must be selected, those
having a ah art period of igrowth
If the rainy season is preceded by a
rather long period when the moisture
content of the soil is rather low in
spite of the means employed to increase it. then crops should be chosen
that will make the necessary early
growth with a minimum amount of
moisture and later be pushed forward
to rapid maturity when the rainy season sets in.
Still other crops or
strains of seed imust ibe selected wherever the moisture content of the soil
is ample throughout the growing season. Under such a condition it would
be quite useless to grow crops bred
s
for and adapted to a very short
growth. The dry farmer must
not neglect the cultural methods, but
he must not be tied to the idea that
the way in which the soil is handled
is the only essential. The kind of
crop and the class or strain of seed
ultimately
used are- - factors which
will have much to do with the result.
It has been demonstrated by repeat
ed experiments that crops can within
certain limits be adapted to new and
Aquatic
environments.
different
plants in time have adapted themselves to and foecome dry (and plants.
So to, .plants that for centuries have
grown in conditions of abundance of
moisture, have gradually ibecome adapted to conditions where there was
very decidedly less moisture. This
very wise provision of nature supplies
the means whereby man is able to
transport and adapt crops to new and
heretofore untried conditions. He is
only barred in his progress by the .limitations nature has set.
There is little doubt ibut that strains
of seed of certain crops which 'have
been successftiHy grown for years unconditions will
der trying semi-ari- d
be in great demand. As a result of
this demand we imay reasonably expect pedigreed dry farm crops to appear and they will fill an important
want.
To give a list of crops suited to dry
farming for all sections and conditions is practically impossible. Crops
that are well suited to a certain olass
of conditions would 'be wholly unsult-esea-son"-

d

to another. Therefore, the

follow-

ing 'brief list must ,be considered only
as suggestive:
1.
Cereals. Wheat stands at the
head among the cereal crops for dry
famning areas and it probably stands
at the head of all crops for this purpose when everything is considered,
adaptability to dry farming conditions
cost of production profits, etc. There
are certain classes of wheats that do
best under drouthy conditions. The
durum or macaroni wheats seem to
do exceedingly well when compared
with other classes, yet there are varieties among other classes which also
Spelt, oats,
do well on dry farms.
rye and barley are all used on occasion. Barley is probably the poorest
crop mentioned because it is comparatively a shallow rooted crop and for
this reason, likely to prove less valua
ble than a crop which forages more
deeply for its food. For methods of
seeding see "Fall Seedings of Cereals"
2. Sorghum.
Both saccharine and
sorghums are grown.
Fodder cane, kaflfir corn, Jerusalem
belong in this class.
min and ourae sown
They should
for hay with a
hoe drill or planted with a corn planter and cultivated. The sorghums
may ibe double rowed, i. e., planted in
of two rows about eight inchand cultivated.
es ap-""- t
3. Millets. Among the millets are
found some of the most paying dry
farm crops. Some of them grow and
mature with a remarkably small
amount of moisture "present in the soil
and at the samp time the period of
growth is very short.
4. Legumes. There are a few legumes that have shown value as dry
farm crops. Peas, beans and alfalfa
are the moat promising although in
order to secure a stand of alfalfa it
will very probably require mmmer
fallowing one year in order to accumu
late sufficient moisture to Insure pergro-iira-

sub-sunfa-

e

'

sub-surfac-

in lies one of the. great values, of, tali
seeding.
t
'
.Amount of Seed to Sow.
The quantity of seed, that should'-b- '
sown per acre diminishes with tiie
decrease in the amount of soil moisture available to the crop. If,
five pecks or 75 pounds of
wheat is required for Beeding in the
humid sections, from one and
to three pecks or from 20 to 45
pounds, varying with the precipitation
etc., would be sufficient in the semi-ari- d
belt. The wide difference in tits
amount of seed required In the humid
and the dry farming sections is explainable In the fact that it requires
approximately a given quantity of water to produce a bushel of grain. There
fore, if twice as many seed are sown
as there is sufficient moisture available in the soil to .bring to maturity,
f
all of the seed will grow until
or
mature and there
it will stop, for all of the moisture
f
II only
the seed
had been sown we cmay assume that
up to the same date only
of
the total soil moisture would be consumed, ithus leaving the other half
with which the crop could come
to maturity. If somewhat too small
an amount of seed Is sown stooling
will .be more vigorous and the root
:v-'

.

one-ha- lf

one-hal-

two-third-

s

one-hal-

one-ha- lf

development correspondingly more ex
pansive; so that within certain limits
the crop will adjust itself to the moisture conditions.
Should a field of grain start off well
after seeding, grow luxuriantly for
some weeks and then wither and die,
do not toe too hasty in placing the
difficulty. There may be a single or
A suffica combination of reasons.
ient storage reservoir may not 'havs
been formed; the moisture stored may
not have 'been properly conserved before seeding; the after cultivation
may have been carelessly done or neg
lected altogether; or possibly far too
much seed may have been sown for
the quantity of moisture available. If
any one or all of the other conditions
should exist, the importance of the
last factor would be increased.
Yields.
It is absurd to .believe larger yields
can be secured under dry farming con
ditions than in the rain pelt or Irrigated sections, unless there be other
conditions which .bear upon the results other .than the amount of water.
It requires very nearly the same quau
tity of water to produce a given product in different sections, but the difference seems to ibe in favor of the
humid section. To be just in our consideration of the matter. It imust be
added that there are certain superior
.belt which
conditions in the semi-aritend to offset this difference, cheaper
land, easier cultivation, etc. But after
all is said pro and con it must be admitted that dry farming crops are as
a rule smaller, and often .much smaller, than those grown in ithe toumid
belt or under irrigation.
It is far from the writer's intention
to discourage the practice of dry farm
ing. In fact the purpose of this publication is ito assist and encourage dry
farming. Let the yields be smaller.
Remember that these crops are grown
upon exceptionally cheap lands and In
sections where large holdings are not
only tolerated must necessarily be
encouraged. Profits, in the end, must
be figured upon the investment plus
the cost of the working force whether
is it man, beast, or machinery, and
no such yields are necessary upon $10
and $20 land as upon $50 and $100
land in order to realize a fair profit.
A yield of 15 .bushels per acre is much
better on $20 land than 30 bushels on
$50 or $100 land. Furthermore, the
conditions are imost favorable for extensive operations, whereby the profits may be increased in proportion
to the area and investment.
(Continued
d

Missionary Society Meets.
Jackson, Mioh., April 23. The Woman's Baptist Foreign Missionary Society of the West convened in thirty-sixt- h
annual session at the First Baptist church this afternoon. The opening meeting was devoted to greetings
and responses, followed by a mission
ary conference.
The territory covered by the society extends from Ohio
and Michigan to California and Washington, embracing the states and terri
tories of the North and central West
all of which are represented by delegates. The convention will last thru
Wednesday and Thursday. Addresses
will be made by many prominent missionaries in foreign fields, including
Mrs. Hopkins on "Open Doors in India;" Miss Scott of "iA Glimpse of the
Burman Field,' and .many others. All
missionaries and delegates will be fur
nished free entertainment by the Baptists of Jackson, who have made elaborate preparations for caring for the
numerous visitors.

Jap Agent Goes Home.
San Francisco, Cal., April 23. M.
Takashi. the Japanese financial agent,
will sail tomorrow on his way home
from Europe. He recently arranged
a big loan in London and Paris for
the purpose of refunding the outstanding 6 per cent Japanese bonds,
o

Strikes

Oil.

That man will who buys the Hotel
214 E. 5th St., Roswell, N.
information,
address J. A.
Foreman, Talala, I. T.
38tl0

Richards,
M.

For

's
Don't sell until you figure with
Second Hand Store. Phone 227.

s

fect germination. After a stand is
secured alfalfa has given good results
in some sections. The alfalfa should
be sows with the hoe drill and rather' deeply for such small seed.
Vegetables- - Garden vegetables
S.
form, an important Rroup. They add
so greatly to a bounteous table sup

--

This preparation is intended especially for. coughs, cola, croup,
whooping cough (and influenza and haa become famous for its euros
of these diseases over a large part of the civilized world.
It can always be depended upon and is pleasant to take.
It not only cures colds and influenza, (grip) but counteracts
toward pneumonia.
tendency
any
It contain mo opium er other harmful substance and aaay bo
given to a baby as confidently as to an adult,

Ma-kin-

;

A

-

L. K. Garton, formerly of this city.
but now working at Texico, has Just
returned from a trip to his old home
in Kentucky and came down last
night to spend three days with his
brother, M. B. Gartoa.

A New Line Of

n

DAKOTA INJUNS. HEAP
CIVILIZED, WANT DIVORCES.
Bonesteel, S. D., A.pril 23. The
Rosebud Indians. long inoorrigibles,
h3-vat last become civilized an-have adopted the ways and manners
of the palefaces. Proof of thl3 state
ment is to be found on the docket ot
the term of district court opening here
Mr. and Mrs.-- W. B. Meacham, form- today.
Over a score of divorce suits
erly of Roswell, but now residing two are scheduled
for trial, with too much
miles northeast of here, are rejoicing married 'braves and squaws as the
over the arrival of twin sons at their principals.
The get divorced quicK
you wait, mania so long in
home last week. Mr. Meacham was while
vogue
Dakota has spread
formerly connected with the Roswell among intheSoutn
Becoming wise
Indians.
Steam Laundry.
in the ways of the white medicine
men, they have discovered that the
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Kellerman and "tie that binds" doesn't really do so
three children, who have made Ros and that a judicious expenditure of
alleviate the itching
well theirhome for the past year and wampum topale-face-d
lawyer will re
palms of a
a half, left today for Raton, N. M.: sult
in a new squaw every moon.
where they will locate. Mr. Keller- - ' May harrowing tales of martial dis
man was employed in Morgan's sec- cord and domestic infelicity are set
ond hand store.
forth in the applications for divorce
Poor Man Boy Star is one of the
Mrs. Frank Brooks, who has been braves who has appealed to the courts
visiting at the home of Mrs. T. F. for a legal separation from a fickle
aid faithless wife. He charges that
Cazier, on South Hill, for the past his
squaw, Jennie, eloped from his
five weeks, left last night for her bed and board with one Walking Thun
temporary home at tAvakm Dam, tak- der and that she is now living with
ing with her a month old daughter, him. Ghost Hawk is another Indian
who has appealed to the palefaces triwho arrived during her stay here.
bunal for relief from galling matrimonial ties, also charging desertion.
H. S. Bunting, of the Hamilton-Brow- Walking Soldier is named as the co-r- e
GarShoe Co., and E. Dean
spoudent in this case and is alleged to
Dry have lured the impressionable Bessie
rett, of the Hargadine-MeKittric- k
Goods Co., arrived last night from St. Gnost Hawk to his tepee near the
Crow Creek reservation. Ghost Hawk
Louis on a business visit with Price also
asks for the posession of his child
& Co. They had expected to attend Mollie Three Thighs, stating that tho
the convention last week, 'but were mother is not a proper person to rear
the little girl in the way she should
delayed toy storms in the North.
go. Two Sticks and Stalking Bear
have been summoned as witnesses in
For Sale.
the Ghost Hawk suit, while Poor Man
710 S. Star Boy hopes to prove his wife's inElegant five room house,
Main. Good barn and wind mill with fidelity by the testimony of Three
Dogs and Hicks High.
tank, cistern. 100 feet front on Main. Moons. Three
case of desertion, but with
Everything in firstclass condition. Key theAnother
wife as the plaintiff in the divorcf
43-tat Gas office.
suit, is charged in the papers filed
in the case of Alice Good Muskrat
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
against Henry Muskrat. Flora Walks
e
Jumps is naimed as (the fair deA splendid hotel proposition, a monwho lured Henry from his hom
ey maker the first day and every day. ceiverplaintiff
The
asks for the restoration
Don't pass this up. See CARLTON The
of her maiden name, Alice High Kick& BELL.
er, and alimony in the sum of ten poT
nies.
PROGRAM TOR
Hard on the Plums.
According to his tale of woe, James
A branch containing forty plums
1. Overture.
was brought to the Record office this Bull Tail is a very much imistreated
2. Vendetta.
morning, and of the forty plums, but man. He alleges that his wife. Bear
3. Hand of the Artist.
four were unharmed, the balance be- Bull Tail, repeatedly abused him, once
beating him so sevejely that he was
ing competely blackened by frost.
4. Inn Where No Man Rests.
taken to a hospital for treatment. As
5. Song Katie Dean.
a final charge in the indictment, the
6. Interlude March.
plaintiff alleges that Mrs. Bear was
too familiar with one Gus Stranger
7. Moving Day.
Horse.
8. Song When the Evening Breeze
coflin
'bought
and
a
Alleging that he
is Sighing Home, Sweet Home.
made preparations for her burial
9. Butterfly.
while she was ill. Josephine Dog Sollit. Exit March.
dier wants a decree of divorce from
Dog Soldier. The latter is alleged to
have become so incensed at the bad
taste of his wife in recovering from
Change
Matinee
her illness, after an elaborate funeral
Mondays &
Saturday
had been arranged for, that he broke
Thursdays
her leg and otherwise injured her. co3:30 P. M.
Anna Buffalo Pipe is named as
respondent in the suit of Holy Track,
a pretty young squaw, against Never
Room house, 10 acres
Stampede. Several witnesses, including Three Toes and One Tail, will tesof land, lots of water,
e
tify that Never Stampede is now
in Wyoming with his new love
good out houses, fruit
and it is likely that Holy Track will
secure a divorce- - without trouble.
trees and flowers.
Elopements and desertions figure
Close in. $3500 easy
in nearly all the other case on the
docket, including those of His Horse
terms.
Standing against White Whirl Wind:
Hail Fast Horse against Mary Hail
Fast Horse; Helen Turning Bear
against Fred Left Hand, and Picket
Pin against Mary Picket Pin.
Among many tribes less civilized
than the Rosebuds, divorce suits are
still tried according to the Indian code
of jurisprudence, without recourse to
courts. The recent deIn Patterson's Harness Store. the pale face
cision of Federal Judge Trieber, hand
ed down at Omaha, abolishing the
GREATEST AMERICAN FLEET
Indian court, does not affect the diMrs. A. M. Stringer and his foster
Resume Leiter Prosecution.
EVER ASSEMBLED vorce laws, which are remarkably sim
Duquoin, ill., April 23. Prosecution
son,
Sage,
squaw
C.
H.
today
is
from
arrived
the
pie.
the
of
mother
The
great
April
Va.,
23. The
Norfolk,
of last resort, and whenever she El Paso, joining Mr. Stringer in mak- of the Zeigler Coal company, of which
est fleet of American vessels ever as court
for
deems it advisable or expedient she ing their home here. Mr. Stringer did Joseph Leiter is the president,
sembled in the historic waters of can go to the tepee of her daughter
violation of the state mining
laws,
Audipainting
at
decorative
the
the
will
today
be
at
resumed
Benton.
Hampton Roads
three hundred thou and command her to leave, tnis action
Both torium Rink.
divorce.
sand tons of floating steel was made 'constituting a legal liberty
to marry
parties are then at
old home at Ardmore, I. T.
ready today to receive the first of again.
There is no appeal rrom tne
Miss Grace Eceles, of Soath Spring,
John Ritchie left today on his rethe visiting foreign battle ships and decision of the mother-in-laof the
turn to San Antonio.
cruisers which are from time to time brave thus prived of his squaw, and was here today shopping.
to take part in the celebrations which those desirous of keeping their wives
are always careful to keep in the good
J. P. White left today for Kenna.
For Sale at a Sacrifice.
will mark the progress of the James graces
of the maligned mamma-in-laon
Largest
still
seat
anxious
he
size Ivers & Pond piano!
the
because
Exposition. For
town
South
many
of
Indians
Among the
the opening of the Exposition Friday, Dakota, the order of Judge Trieber could get no cars to ship his cattle. Solid mahogany case, in use only 8
the tribal courts has arous- A string of 31 cars stood in the local months. Mrs. J. J. Williamson, 'phone
the 26th, war vessels of Great Brit dissolving
ed great dissatisfaction. Especially yards, ibound for Pecos, and Mr. White 31C, or call C12 N. Main.
43tf
ain, Germany and Australia are ex is
this true at the Pine Ridge Sioux
pected. The American fleet, consist- agency, where three learned jurists. eyed them and said, "That string of
ing of twenty-fiv- e
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wildanger, of
'battle ships and Standing Soldier, Thunder Bear and cars certainly looks good to me."
long dispensed juso
Flint, Mich., who have been here and
cruisers, is under command of Rear Fast Horse have8,000
alwith
among the
redskins
Oliver C. Nel.son
left today for at points down the valley for two
Admiral Rotoley D. Evans. All Ameri- tice
most universal satisfaction.
Trinidad, Colo., to remain a few days months, came in today irom Carlsbad
can vessels anchored here now belong
working for an architect.
to the Atlantic fleet and they make
for an extended visit.
Bogus Red Skins Pow-Woan , Imposing appearance. Practically
Coalgate, I. T., April 23. Bands of
every type of fighting craft in the bogus braves comprising the Indian
territory .membership of the Improved
American navy is represented.
Order of Red Men, are holding their
o
and great council
annual pow-woCelebrate Shakespeare Anniversary.
the wigwam of tusttmatana
Philadelphia.
April 23. For the fire intoday.
Bucks from many cities
first time in Philadelphia and the tribe
are in attendance and were given a
third time in America, the entire 1604 cordial
welcome by the Red Men of
second quarto version of "Hamlet"
Ac
Coalgate hunting grounds.
will .be played by Ben Greet English the
cording to W. B. Hodgens of Poteau,
players at the Academy of Music, the great
chief of records, the membership
Shakespeare's birthday. Beginning at
of the order in the territory is about
4 o'clock this afternoon, the production will last, with an intermission, the same as a year ago.
until 11 o'clock.
Bill Cody in New York.
New York, April 23. More than
Oscar is Off For Europe.
New York, April 23. Oscar Ham- - 100 redskins from the tall timbers
merstein, directors of the Manhattan of western reservations are camped
preopera house, sailed today for Europe in Madison Square garden today,
opening this evening
where he will engage tne services of paratory to the
Give you fit and style.
by
Without either, they
many additional singers for next sea- of a three weeks' engagement ttve
Bill's Wild West. For
son. A meeting has been arranged Buffalo
years the organization has been tour
would be a cipher. The best cloth, the best linwith Madame Cosrma Wagner, to take ing
Burope, but will spend this seaplace at Baireutb on May 10.
severson in the United States. For
ings and silks and velvet don't make fine clothes.
o
weeks the performers have .been
The worst effect of the storm is al
Bridgeport,
under
the
rehearsing
in
But mix them like the painters' colors, with
said to have been upon young lambs. personaf
direction of Colonel William
F. Cody, who will be seen in the sad
brains, and they take shape and grace and beauty.
dle at every performance,,
The orincipal feature of the show
The Stein-Bloc- h
tailors for fifty-on- e
years have
THE GREAT DURABILITY
this year will be a reproduction of
the battle of Summit Springs, in which
A22P WATERPROOF
been using their brains in making their clothes.
Buffalo Bill participated as the leader
OF THE.
HTTAI
of the government scouts. Chief Tall
engageduring
this
Bull was killed
FISH BRAND
ment, and his death will be the theme
spectacle.
of
climax
the
a
of dramatic
with real locomotive
A train hold-nand coaches as 'properties, will also
Make it
be shown and will likely furnish a
First Choice
few thrills for effete easteners.
-
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For the poultry yard, for fences,
for the garden, for the screen
doors and windows, we have wire
of all variety, kinds, dimensions and
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Moving Pictures 1
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this i

is anything in this

line you want, and we haven't it,
we'll get it, and at the right price,
too.
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L. C. Ohl, the plumbing man of
Wm. H. Hughes and wife, who are
the Roswell Gas & Ice Co., returned stopping with Capt. Jack Fletcher
yesterday from Artesia.
and wife, are the proud parents of a
baby boy who arrived last week.
Mrs. Fred Vandenburgh
returned
last night from a week's visit with
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Sealing and
at Wellington, Kan.
friends
children, who have been speding ten
MONEY TO LOAN.
CARLTON
o
days with Sam Nay and family, left
& BELL.
06tf
Mrs. Lige Merchant has returned to today for their home in Dundee, Tex
Carlsbad, having spent convention
G. W. Pinkerton returned to
week here with Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Seay
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Wilson, who
ago from Stuart,
T. Terry left today for his came here a week
James
Boellner. the
Jeweler. baa It home in Marion, Ky, having spent la., went to Artesia last night. They
cheaper.
are buying and selling Pecos Valley
37tf
four days in Roswell seeing the counland.
try.
J. J. Merrill came down from
last night.
A. P. Shepperson, of Stamford, Tex.
Tom Malone made a trip to Hager-matwo years ago a resident at Ha
until
last night, returning today ac german,
Gregory Moore went to Artesia last
was here yesterday visiting
S.
companied
by
P.
Mrs.
mother,
his
night on business.
old friends and went to Hagerman
Malone.
last night.
W. H. Rhodes went to Carlsbad on
says
MoOlung
Governor
Bob
if
that
night.
business last
Miss Nellie Turknett left last night
Curry turns out to be a Democrat he
for
her home in Artesia, where she
Legal Blanks ot all Kinds for sale will apply for the office of Attorney
expects to remain, having
finished
at the Record Office.
General.
Bust
course
at
Woolverton
the
her
o
C. B. Can Held went to Dexter last
J. A. Edwards, the Lake Arthur ness College.
night to drill a well.
banker, passed through Tuesday morMiss Adam Walker and Mrs. Rose
o
ning on his way to Canyon City on
Grainger arrived last night from
Eyes tested free at U R Boellner, business.
Kirksville, Mo., to file on land north
Jeweler and Optician.
88tf
Miss Zola Kinsinger returned to of Roswell. They went out to their
Ullery went to Artesia her home In Artesia last night, hav- claims today.
Clarence
ing spent four days here with Mrs.
last night on business.
Charles E. Echols, who was here
Ed Kinsinger.
day, and his wife, who was here
one
If yon nave a trade proposition of
any kind see us. Carlton & Bell.
Will Denning, who has been here a week visiting her parents, Mr. and
parents, left Monday Mrs. S. M. King, returned to Artesia
visiting
John Binnie, of Macomb, IH., arriv- - night for his
Stamford, Tex., where he Monday night.
o
last night on a prospecting visit. has a good .position.
Mrs. John Summersgill and Cadets
A. G. Mills was here from GreenA. Durant and O. F .Calloway, who Eunice Crawford and Emily Summers
field yesterday and went home last were here yesterday as witnesses in gill left today for Texico to remain
night.
a contest case at the land office, re- till Friday doing missionary work
for the Salvation Army.
turned to Dexter last night.
J. W. Lowder returned to Dexter
G. C. Williams and Mrs. G. F. Blos
The Woman's Missionary Society
last night after spending two days
of the Presbyterian church will aneet som, who have been here several
in Roswell.
at the home of Mrs. Geo. Stevens on days seeing the country, left last
night for points as far south as Pe
Mrs. Frances Wilder returned last Thursday afternoon at 2:30.
45t2
cos. They are from Minnesota.
night from a stay of six months at
Rev. E. McQueen Gray passed thro'
Fort Worth.
Charles Bond left last night for
yesterday on his way from Carlsbad
C. C. Wumack went to Carlsbad to Las Vegas to attend the convoca- Mineral Wells for an extended stay
for his health. Mrs. Bond and daugh
last night to remain two days looking tion of the Episcopal church.
ter. Miss Marjorie, accompanied him
after business.
returning this
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Perry, who have as far as Carlsbad,
Mrs. G. G. Ison, who has been here been here for six months for the ben- morning.
visiting old friends, left today for her efit of Mr. Perry's health, left today
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Gayle left
home in Canadian.
for their nome in Marion Ky.
Monday night for El Paso, where Mr.
"3
W. S. Ktlgour returned last night
W. M. Reed came in Sunday from Gayle is temporarily in business. He
4
from a trip to Portakse on business Carlsbad for a two days' stay with will eitier locate there permanently
for the Smoke House.
left today on the or return to Roswell to live in a few
his family, and
Alamogordo, El Paso and days. He and Mrs. Gayle were here
auto
for
vs
A card hi tie Roswell Trade Direc- conven
tht tory brings results and keeps your other points on the circuit back to visiting relatives during the
tion.
Carlsbad.
wa name before the people.
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C. Ross came no from Hagerman
this morning to spend a day or two
with friends.

J. F. Fraane, who has (been here for
the past month and took up a claim
near Boaz, left today on a trip to his
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